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1.0
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction
“In 2040 Wagga Wagga will be a thriving,
innovative, connected and inclusive community
on the Murrumbidgee. Rich in opportunity,
choice, learning and environment, Wagga is a
place where paths cross and people meet”. Wagga Wagga Community Strategic Plan 2040.
____________________________________________

GROWING WAGGA WAGGA
Wagga Wagga is a regional capital, servicing the needs of
surrounding settlements in a catchment of over 185,000 people.
To support the current and projected population growth, the City
of Wagga Wagga (the City) requires a planned health precinct to
support additional specialist medical and health services in the
precinct along with short-term accommodation, commercial
provisions and training, and education services.

WAGGA WAGGA HEALTH AND
KNOWLEDGE PRECINCT
The NSW Department of Planning and Environment has
implemented a priority action from the Riverina Murray Regional
Plan 2036 (RMRP) through the development of health precinct
master plans for key regional cities. Priority action 5.1 of the
RMRP makes a commitment to “establish health precincts
around hospitals in the regional cities of Albury, Wagga Wagga
and Griffith”.
Working in partnership with the Wagga Wagga City Council,
the department initiated a project to prepare a master plan
for the Health and Knowledge Precinct (refer to Proposed
Health and Knowledge Precinct Study Boundary image on the
opposite page). The precinct is centred on the Wagga Wagga
Base Hospital and the Calvary Riverina Hospital, with a view to
leverage the significant current investment in the Wagga Wagga
Base Hospital.
The master plan will:
++ Define the health precinct around the public and
private hospitals;
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++ Provide a strategic direction for the management of competing
land uses and development pressures within the health
precinct;
++ Identify and facilitate suitable reuse of buildings for health and
allied health practices;
++ Maximise opportunities for complimentary activities including
hospitality and accommodation, and
++ Serve as a model health precinct plan that can be replicated in
other health precincts in regional cities, including Albury
and Griffith.
Hames Sharley was appointed in March 2018 by the Department
to provide urban design and strategic planning services for the
preparation of the master plan.
The services required for this project included preparation of the
communications materials, stakeholder consultation, analysis of
data, development of master planning options for the proposed
Health and Knowledge Precinct and then selection of a preferred
master planning option which formed the basis of a more detailed
and layered precinct master plan.
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pressures within the health precinct;
Identify and facilitate suitable reuse of buildings for health and allied health practices;
Maximise opportunities for complementary activities including hospitality and accommodation, and
Serve as a model health precinct plan that can be replicated in other health precincts in regional
cities, including Albury and Griffith.

PROPOSED HEALTH AND
KNOWLEDGE PRECINCT
STUDY BOUNDARY

Calvary Riverina
Hospital

Wagga Wagga
Base Hospital

	

Figure 1 Wagga Wagga Health & Knowledge Precinct Study Area
INTRODUCTION
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our vision for the future
In 2040 Wagga Wagga will be a thriving, innovative, connected and inclusive
community on the Murrumbidgee. Rich in opportunity, choice, learning and
environment, Wagga is a place where paths cross and people meet.
Image: Ian Gabriel

COMMUNIT Y STR ATE GIC PL AN 2040
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2.1 Strategic Planning Context
This section details the relevant planning context
and existing frameworks that guide development
within and surrounding the Wagga Wagga Health
and Knowledge Precinct.

COMMUNITY
STRATEGIC PLAN
2040

Key planning documents, reports and controls from
local, state and federal government are summarised
with relevant information provided as it relates to the
specifics of the project.
++ Community Strategic Plan, 2040
++ Spatial Plan, 2013-2043

COMMUNIT Y STR ATE GIC PL AN 2040

++ Integrated Transport Strategy & Implementation Plan, 2040

COMMUNITY STRATEGIC PLAN, 2040

++ Riverina Murray Regional Plan, 2026

++ Premier’s Economic Vision for Regional NSW, 2018

our community profile
We are a community located on the banks of the
Murrumbidgee River in the heart of Wiradjuri
Country. Our Local Government Area (LGA) is the
centre of the Riverina area and is made up of the
city and nine surrounding villages. Wagga Wagga
is the largest inland city in NSW.

Population 65,000
63,000
Location to cities:
Sydney 455km
Melbourne 452km
Canberra 230km
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A 20-Year Economic
Vision for Regional NSW
July 2018

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT
STRATEGY AND
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN, 2040
The Strategy establishes a strategic
direction to cater for a growing economy
and population.
The Health and Knowledge Precinct must
be planned to ensure families, staff and
professionals have convenient access
to the Precinct and related businesses
have an efficient transport system. There
is a lack of appropriate parking options,
restricted pedestrian and disability access
and inadequate personal security due to
poor lighting and remote parking. Precinct
planning should intensify clustering of uses
and coordination of activities, discourage
through traffic while improving local
accessibility, improve parking and improve
walking and cycling access.

	

RIVERINA MURRAY
REGIONAL PLAN, 2036
The Regional Plan provides the strategy
necessary to deliver the vision for the region.
Direction 5: ‘Support the growth of the health
and aged care sectors,’ provides a strategic
basis for the planned development of the
Health and Knowledge Precinct.
Projected ageing population will drive
demand for higher-order medical services
in the region. There are significant
opportunities for development of
complementary health services within
the Precinct. The Regional Plan promotes
development of mixed use facilities/
precincts for research and accommodation
to meet the needs of health and aged care
service sectors. The master planning
process will explore the mix and layout
of health related support activities, as an
integrated regional health destination.

NSW 2021 PLAN, 2011-2021
The Plan provides clear strategic indicators
for the development of New South Wales
over the next 10 years. It is the key strategic
planning document for directing and
managing urban growth and change in New
South Wales.
Investment in medical facilities to provide
world class clinical services with efficient
access and effective infrastructure, supports
the action to formalise current health uses by
establishing a healthcare precinct. Modifying
and improving upon existing transport,
recreation and residential / accommodation
offerings will address the goal to ‘build
liveable centres,’ that ‘keep people healthy
and out of hospital.’

The more recent strategy ‘A 20-Year
Economic Vision for Regional NSW,’ continues
these themes as a more focused plan for
regional capitals such as Wagga Wagga.

PREMIER’S ECONOMIC VISION FOR
REGIONAL NSW, 2018
The NSW Government’s 20-Year Economic Vision sets
out a clear pathway for ensuring that Regional NSW will
continue to be a vibrant and growing part of the economy,
and that people are supported in their decision to live in
the regions.
The overarching vision is to accelerate economic growth
in key sectors such as agribusiness, tertiary education
and health care, taking full advantage of trade and
tourism opportunities with Asia. The vision aims to foster
economic growth in key industries of regional NSW by
investing in infrastructure, skills, advocacy and promotion
and the business environment to address issues like skill
shortages, the ageing workforce and digital disruption.
These priorities will complement initiatives already committed
and recommended under other government strategies, such
as ‘Future Transport Strategy 2056,’ ‘NSW State Infrastructure
Strategy’ and regional plans.
This aligned suite of strategies provides an important
funding base for the development and implementation of
the Health and Knowledge Precinct.
PLANNING CONTEXT & EMERGING VISION
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2.2 Emerging Vision
HEALTH + INNOVATION PRECINCT VISION AND ASPIRATIONS
“Enable healthy communities to flourish through delivery of a world class health care experience
that provides an inclusive, well-connected hub of knowledge and wellbeing”

ASPIRATION 01
CREATE A CENTRE FOR
HEALTH AND KNOWLEDGE
EXCELLENCE

ASPIRATION 02
DEVELOP A HIGHLY
INTEGRATED HEALTH
PRECINCT

++ Create a diverse health and knowledge
precinct centred on the Hospital
Campus with a range of supporting
specialist medical, allied health,
education, research, innovation,
residential and accommodation facilities.

++ Health-related services will be concentrated
around the two hospital sites, creating a
core destination for all kinds of medical
practice and health care, short and long stay
accommodation, research and education.

++ Docker Street will function both
as a thoroughfare for pedestrians,
cars, buses and cyclists and also as
a destination for shopping, dining,
business and living.

12

++ Develop a complementary association
between the Precinct and City Centre.
++ Diversify the mix of uses and activities.
++ Accommodate inner city population growth
with a range of housing opportunities
and accommodation.

ASPIRATION 03
IMPROVE AND DIVERSIFY
MOBILITY AND ACCESS
++ Walking and cycling will be made more
attractive in areas such as Brookong
Avenue, Murray Street and around the two
hospital sites, by building up local centres
and improving the amenity in parks and
public streets.
++ There will be a focus to ensure that the
Precinct will be accessible for people of
all abilities.
++ Public transport options will be broadened
with better links into the precinct and new
car parking will be provided more efﬁciently.

HAMES SHARLEY											

ASPIRATION 04
PROVIDE HIGH-QUALITY
STREETSCAPE AMENITY AND
PUBLIC REALM ACTIVATION
++ The Precinct will be characterised by a
prominent tree canopy that provides a
shaded, tranquil environment, with themed
understorey planting and wayfinding
storytelling the heritage of the Precinct.
++ A revitalised public realm with wider
pedestrian paths and new cycle lanes
will make this an attractive thoroughfare
between the City Centre and the Precinct.
++ Docker Street will transform into a vibrant
mixed-use, high street destination.
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ASPIRATION 05
EMPOWER LIVEABLE
COMMUNITIES THAT TAKE
CONTROL OF THEIR HEALTH
AND HEALTHCARE
++ Coordinate the development of an urban
environment that proactively supports
community health and wellbeing.
++ Active travel linkages along Murray Street,
Brookong Avenue and Bourke Street will
support safe pedestrian and cyclist transit
to and through the Precinct to adjacent
residential, retail, education, commercial
and entertainment destinations.
	

ASPIRATION 06
IMPLEMENT BEST PRACTICE
SMART TECHNOLOGIES
++ Implement high-speed internet access
to and from the Precinct to support
telehealth, patient care, innovation
and research.

ASPIRATION 07
CELEBRATE PRECINCT
HERITAGE AND
LOCAL HISTORIES

++ Provide free Wi-Fi for Precinct users.

++ Respect heritage, neighbourhood
character and sense of place values with
appropriate relative scaling and intensity
of development.

++ Implement SMART parking and security
surveillance technologies.

++ Provide appropriate separations and
transitions between sensitive uses.
++ Reinforce the sense of place with
appropriate land use, activity and built
environment.
++ Celebrate the history and culture of
the Precinct through public art and
place storytelling.

PLANNING CONTEXT & EMERGING VISION
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3.1 Population & Demographics
In order to understand the context of Wagga Wagga (LGA) in relation to greater NSW, Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) 2016 Census data has been analysed. This provides key
insights into the level of demand for age based services and facilities in the health and ancillary services sector. It is an indicator of how Wagga Wagga will change in the future.

AGE AND HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION
++ Higher proportion of children, adolescents and tertiary
education / young workforce (0-29) and a lower proportion
of older workers and empty nesters (35+) in Wagga
Wagga compared to NSW (2016).

TRANSPORT, ACCESS AND MOBILITY
++ The majority of people in Wagga Wagga drive to work,
with over 70% of residents owning either one or two motor
vehicles, and only 7% owning none.

++ Dominant household composition is couples with children.

++ A higher proportion of people walk to work than
greater NSW.

++ From 2011 to 2016, Wagga Wagga experienced a
population decrease in students and young adults.

++ A higher proportion of the population undertake voluntary
work to assist the mobility impaired, compared to NSW.

++ 36% of local workers earn $500-$1,500 per week.
++ In 2017, the median house value was $347,728, compared
to $711,006 in NSW, and the median unit value was
$249,171 compared to $671,543 in NSW.
++ In 2017, the median weekly rent for Wagga Wagga city
centre was $270, compared to $345 in NSW.

Implications

Implications

Implications

+ Gap in services catering for younger age groups in
remote communities. Opportunity for new land use
zoning in the precinct such as childcare / education /
training / accommodation to support young families
and adolescents leaving home to gain independence.

+ Gap in public transport offerings within the precinct
and need for upgraded bus infrastructure. Opportunity
to increase bus services and offset limited variety
of public transport offerings by promoting active
transport through incorporation of designated bike
lanes and bike parking.

+ Opportunity to attract people to the area due to
the lower cost of living and higher personal income
compared to greater NSW.

+ Gap in services supporting aging in place
Opportunity to provide health services for 60+ such as
aged care facilities and independent living.
+ Need for stronger pathways into the workforce
from tertiary education. Opportunity for integration of
training programs and work experience in workplace
settings within the precinct.
+ Gap in housing diversity. Opportunity to provide a
greater variety of affordable housing typologies in
the medium density bracket (e.g. apartments
and townhouses).

16

POPULATION, INCOME AND LIVING COSTS

+ Need for improved footpaths and street furniture
such as lighting, seating and shelter to support
disability requirements and day and night time
activation. Opportunity to incorporate shared-use
zones promoting safe, active transport along laneways
and streets within the precinct.

+ Opportunity to provide jobs for forecast 21.53%
increase in population by 2036, supporting the gross
regional product and local economy.
+ Opportunity to attract people to the precinct and
surrounding areas through the provision of affordable
housing and rewarding careers.

++ Lack of streetscape activation and outdoor recovery
spaces for patients. Opportunity to incorporate
pedestrianised spaces along Docker Street and
Hardy Avenue to host volunteer community events /
activities and support patient recovery outdoors.

HAMES SHARLEY											
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3.2 Economy
The following data outlines Wagga Wagga’s Gross Regional Product, measuring the size and net wealth generated by local industries.

WAGGA WAGGA GRP

INDUSTRY VALUE ADD PROFILE

++ Wagga Wagga is a ‘Growth Centre’ in Regional NSW, with
a GRP of $3.8 billion in June 2018.

++ The top (3) industries by value added to the economy are
‘Public Administration and Safety (15%),’ ‘Healthcare and
Social Assistance (12%),’ and ‘ Education and Training (11%).’

++ Wagga Wagga’s largest traded cluster is Agribusiness
with over 26,500 employees. The strongest growth
sectors compared to 2015 / 2016 were:
- Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing (24.4%),
- Healthcare and Social Assistance (11.7%), and

++ The 2019 March quarter unemployment rate in Wagga
Wagga City was 4.59% compared with 5.14% for regional NSW
++ Wagga Wagga’s highest employment sectors are ‘Health
Care and Social assistance,’ and ‘Retail Trade.’

	

- Manufacturing (9.3%).

Implications

Implications

+ The booming growth of Wagga Wagga’s regional
economy is driving population growth underpinning
significant investment in the Health and Knowledge
Precinct as a regional health destination.

+ The significant growth rates in health care, social
assistance and education and training, supports a
significant investment in the Health and
Knowledge Precinct.

+ Opportunity to capitalise on Wagga Wagga’s health
and research service sectors through health service
specialisation, increased social care particularly in
residential care, and incorporation of allied health.

++ Opportunity to support the residential shift from city
centres such as Sydney and Canberra to regional
growth centres in NSW, through provision of vibrant
retail and commercial offerings as well as cultural
storytelling and placemaking within the health and
knowledge precinct.

2018
REGIONAL
$3.8 BILLION GROSS
PRODUCT
2018
35,817

LOCAL JOBS

2018
33,954 EMPLOYED RESIDENTS

ANALYSIS
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3.3 Locational Context
This section provides the locational context of the
Health and Knowledge Precinct and a description
of the existing components of the Precinct
The Health and Knowledge Precinct is a complex and varied
zone situated approximately 2 km from Wagga Wagga CBD.
Wagga Wagga is the largest inland city in New South Wales
with a population of over 65,000.
Wagga Wagga Base Hospital is the main public service
hospital, servicing a patient catchment of approximately
297,000 - Wagga Wagga City Council, ‘The Future Role
and Contribution of Regional Capitals to Australia - Wagga
Wagga’ (2016). The 500 bed hospital has all major subspecialties excluding cardiothoracic and neurosurgery. It
is the largest referral hospital in the Murrumbidgee Local
Health District and has been recently redeveloped with
brand new hospital facilities and an emergency department
with dedicated acute, ambulatory and Emergency Medical
Unit (EMU) areas. Currently, the Emergency Department
sees more than 40,000 patients per year with upwards
of 17,000 admissions and has 30-40 hours per day of
Fellow of the Australasian College for Emergency Medicine
(FACEM) coverage with on-call FACEM coverage overnight.
The secondary node of the Precinct is Calvary Riverina
Hospital, a large 99 bed private hospital providing a
range of services including both overnight and day surgery,
Maternity and Women’s Health Services and a Critical Care
Unit. The presence of these two hospitals has attracted a
diverse range of allied health services, and other support
services have already been established nearby including
general practice doctors, physicians, dentists, pathologists
and specialist services such as a cancer treatment clinic,

18
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CBD
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PRIVATE
HOSPITAL
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PUBLIC
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CAMPUS

WAGGA
WAGGA

STATE CONTEXT

CITY CONTEXT

a sports physiotherapist, an orthopaedic surgeon and a
hearing aid specialist. These health services are provided
from both purpose-built facilities and, more commonly,
adapted residential dwellings.
Further strengthening the health focus of the Precinct are
signiﬁcant regional health education facilities. These include
the UNSW Rural Clinical School as well as Charles Sturt
and La Trobe University’s proposed Murray Darling Medical
School, which will have a close working relationship with
the public hospital. Other large scale local investment has
included the Wagga Wagga Medical Care Centre in Baylis
Street, Riverina Medical and Dental Aboriginal Corporation in
Edward Street, and Wagga Wagga Women’s Health Centre.
The Health and Knowledge Precinct consists mainly of
residential neighbourhoods consisting of single storey
character houses with established gardens. Traditional
quarter-acre blocks are evident in many streets, however,
there are scattered examples of incremental subdivision
resulting in an overall pattern of mixed smaller and
larger residential blocks. Parts of these residential
neighbourhoods close to the Hospital feature varying
degrees of adaptation for medical services.
The street environments of the residential neighbourhoods
have variable character, ranging from streetscapes with
established tree canopies and informal verges to relatively

HAMES SHARLEY											

open streetscapes with minimal street trees or landscaped
verges. A consistent characteristic is the broad width
of most road reserves, often in the order of 30 metres
across Streets close to the Hospital Campuses are usually
occupied by parked cars throughout the day and to a lesser
extent, at night. Additional off-street car parking is available
in several dedicated car parking lots for staff and visitors.
The Health and Knowledge Precinct takes in some key parts
of Wagga Wagga’s wider arterial street network, specifically
Edward Street and Docker Street. These arterial roads are
crucial for local and regional access to the two hospitals
and transit through the city, but they also create barriers for
pedestrians and those with mobility limitations.
Important areas of activity exist in close proximity to the
public hospital. The Edward Street mixed commercial area
occupies a strategic location along the northern boundary of
the Precinct, connecting into the City Centre’s evolving mix
of commercial, ofﬁce, food and beverage, educational and
medical uses.
Immediately south of the Precinct is a recreation
reserve precinct with its host of recreational, cultural and
educational amenities, many of which fulfil a city-wide or
regional role. These venues create considerable peaks of
activity (showground festival sporting events, etc).
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3.4 Site Analysis
LOCAL ROAD HIERARCHY
Wagga Wagga is situated on the Sturt Highway, which joins the Hume
Highway 48km to the east. It is the junction of the Sturt Highway and the
Trunk Road known as “Olympic Highway.” The regional city of Wagga
Wagga is expected to grow beyond a population of 80,000 in the next
twenty years, therefore, major upgrades are planned for the road
network, public transport and active travel infrastructure (Integrated
Transport Strategy & Implementation Plan 2040).

STURT

The Health and Knowledge Precinct is bordered to the north by Sturt
Highway and split north-south by Docker Street which is a main collector.
Convenience and safety for pedestrians crossing these main roads is
poor. Similarly, the precinct contains a number of unsafe narrow streets,
particularly around the private and public hospitals. These streets are
being used for staff and visitor parking due to the lack of co-located
parking being available for all-day parking.

OPPORTUNITY
• Create a sense of arrival to the precinct, through
design of a welcoming gateway experience
that entices people into the precinct along Sturt
Highway / Edward Street and Docker Street.
• Look for opportunity to divert through traffic
from Bourke Street and Docker Street at a
network level.
• Activate Docker Street and strengthen it as a
main street destination, through creation of finegrained urban development, active frontages and
retail activity spaces, as well as attractive streetscape
finishes and landscape treatments.

HWY

EDWA

LEWIS

DOCKE

AVE
AVE

HARDY

LEWIS

HMAN

EMBLE

N ST

R ST

DR

RD ST

RAWS

DWYE

R AVE

ON LN

BROOK

ONG A

MEURAN

T AVE

VE

CHAST

ON ST

• Improve pedestrian safety by creating shared
use zones along streets directly adjacent the
two hospitals, prioritising people movement
over vehicles.
• Prevent local roads being used as thoroughfares
and overflow for visitor / staff parking by reducing
speed limits in high pedestrian activity areas, calming
traffic, and by implementing a parking strategy
that incorporates multi-storey car parks and paid
parking options in key activity areas.

BOURK

E ST

• Consider an opportunity to convert Hardy Avenue
and Meurant Avenue as a one-way access pair to
reduce congestion.

N
Laneways Road
Multi Access
Property Access
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PUBLIC TRANSPORT + ACTIVE TRAVEL
The primary public transport option for precinct users is bus, with
Route 961 ‘Bourkelands to Wagga Wagga’ and Route 963 ‘Glenfield
Park to Wagga Wagga’ servicing the precinct every hour at a bus stop
immediately adjacent Wagga Wagga Base Hospital. The secondary
public transport option is train, with ‘Wagga Wagga Railway Station’
located approximately 1 km / 3 minute drive / 15 minute walk from
Wagga Wagga Base Hospital.

STURT

OPPORTUNITY
Regarding active travel, a new Active Travel Plan (ATP) initiative is
being implemented to address issues such as the lack of dedicated
cycling lanes and end-of-trip infrastructure, the limited designated
street crossings and infrastructure such as shelters, seating and street
lighting for pedestrians, and the quality of surfaces such as ramps and
footpaths that do not comply with accessibility standards.

• Take advantage of wide road reserves within the
Precinct such as Docker Street, Murray Street and
Brookong Avenue to implement separate bicycle paths
within existing road carriageways and develop a high quality
tourism circuit connecting to commuter cycle ways.

HWY

EDWA

DOCKE
AVE

AVE

LEWIS

HMAN

EMBLE

N ST

R ST

LEWIS
DR

RD ST

HARDY

• Support local council’s strategy for a “healthy and
connected city” as well as provide a sustainable mode of
transport and tourism opportunities, through creation of
active transport corridors to link the Health and Knowledge
Precinct with other transport modes and attractors
throughout the city.

RAWS

DWYE

R AVE

ON LN

BROOK

ONG A

MEURAN

T AVE

CHAST

BOURK

E ST

ON ST

VE

• Provide end-of-trip facilities at both hospital centres as
well as bike-share / rental offerings to promote physical
activity and reduce traffic congestion. This will improve use
of road systems, increase passive surveillance and reduce
household transport costs.
• Support pedestrians and cyclists through public realm
activation of Docker Street, Hardy Avenue and Brookong
Avenue, to connect cycle ways and pedestrian destinations
through SMART wayfinding / signage, public art, landscaping,
furniture
and surface finishes (eg. converting standard
To Wagga
Wagga
footpaths
to full-width pavements with enhanced material
Railway
Station
palette,
landscaping and public art.)
• Strengthen public transport offerings through improved
bus services and the provision of a potential free bus
service for senior and access impaired users.

N
Bus Route
Bus Stop (Town)
Bus Stop (School)
Cycle Routes
Pedestrian Routes
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OPEN SPACE NETWORK
leakage and insufficient deep-rooted perennial vegetation. At least
35 species of plants and animals in the LGA present in the Precinct
are threatened, with most relying on intact native vegetation for their
survival, therefore conservation and pollution management is a major
priority during the redevelopment of the Health and Knowledge
Precinct. Additionally, water quality in the Murrumbidgee River near the
Precinct is generally poor to fair. (‘Murrumbidgee River Floodplain Risk
Management Study 2018’)

There are limited open space offerings within the Health and Knowledge
Precinct, with only one private pocket park provided directly adjacent
Calvary Riverina Hospital. Beyond the immediate health precinct there
are open space offerings to the north, including public sporting grounds
and playgrounds. Currently there are local environment issues such as
dry land salinity within and surrounding the Precinct which is likely to
continue to be a problem in the future despite significant remediation
efforts. Moreover, on-going pressures include over-watering, water
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OPPORTUNITY
• Promote the active use of public spaces by
connecting open space networks through cultural
storytelling (eg. exploring the local Wiradjuri people’s
histories through art and SMART interactive signage.)
• Develop Docker Street as a public space
destination with a well-appointed and vibrant
streetscape including colourful pavement finishes,
sensory landscaping, playful street furniture such
as exercise equipment and natureplay, and use of
interactive lighting displays.
• Theme local streetscapes to strengthen the
identity and cohesion of the Precinct, through use
of public art and interactive signage based on user
demographic and site histories.
• Create three defining public boulevards along
Docker Street, Brookong Avenue and Hardy Avenue.
• Develop a hierarchy of new public open spaces
within the Precinct, from regional parks to local
pocket parks.
• Activate dead and under-utilised open spaces
such as in-frequently used loading zones, off-street
parking (parking could be relocated in multi-deck car
park) and the unused railway corridor to the south
of the precinct, with temporal art installations (eg. art
projects by schools and community organisations),
and pop-up events such as produce and art markets
and sporting activities.
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STREET TREE SPECIES
The Health and Knowledge Precinct has abundant tree canopy from an
established mixture of native and exotic species, including jacarandas,
silky oaks, elms, ornamental pears, crepe myrtles and ash trees. Tree
species are predominately exotic, deciduous botanicals in the heritage
precinct surrounding Calvary Riverina Hospital. These botanical plantings
become more integrated with native selections along Docker Street and
around Wagga Wagga Base Hospital.

STURT

Trees tend to be concentrated along reserves and residential streets.
Gaps in tree canopy occur along built up arterial road reserves such as
Edward Street / Sturt Highway, which is a major arterial connection in the
city centre, and therefore has services with stricter clearance regulations
and sewer restrictions. Indigenous tree species occur sporadically within
the Precinct, representing a small 1% of the tree cover.
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OPPORTUNITY
• Strengthen streetscape amenity and visually link
the precinct to surrounding destinations. This can
be achieved by strengthening the existing tree canopy
‘treescape’ along Docker Street, Hardy Avenue, Murray
Street and Brookong Avenue with both trees and
understorey planting that provide refuge spaces within
the urban environment and support healing in nature.
• Improve biodiversity throughout the precinct
and strengthen indigenous planting for local
ecosystems and habitat, through re-vegetation of
endemic plant species in open spaces, streetscape
and private gardens. This will support local flora and
fauna propagation, especially the 35 species of plants
and animals in the LGA which are currently registered
as threatened. Native trees appropriate for the Precinct
include Eucalyptus, Water Gums, Bottlebrushes and
Melaleucas.
• Take advantage of Wagga Wagga’s hot summers
and cold winters through use of both deciduous
and evergreen trees - use of botanical deciduous
species along southern facades for maximum light
penetration in Winter and use of native evergreens in
highly exposed, northern and western aspect spaces
to provide cool refuge and building facade protection
during Summer.

BOURK

E ST

• Acknowledge the relatively high grown water
salinity in the Precinct, in the selection of appropriate
plant species.
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Indigenous to Wagga Wagga
Native to Australia
Exotic to Australia
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SEWER + STORMWATER SERVICES
being high stream velocities and vortexes. Pollution reduction on
stormwater system outlets is limited to crude, gross-object-screens, with
provision for retention of smaller gross pollutants and sediment limited
to some sediment traps. Concepts of water sensitive urban design have
limited value in upland catchments where groundwater surcharging could
exacerbate urban salinisation.

Wagga Wagga is currently serviced by three sewage treatment plants,
located within close proximity to the CBD. In regards to the Wagga Wagga
Health and Knowledge Precinct, both hospital sites are well serviced by
stormwater and sewer infrastructure, however in flood events, some
areas are at risk of flooding. Within the Precinct, many surface and
underground elements of the stormwater system cannot cope with design
storm events of 1-in-5 years. Similarly, under-capacity stormwater drains
result in overland flow paths that impact on private property, and Council
stormwater assets, including pipes and open drains, present a range of
risks to the general public, and in particular to children, with the key risk

STURT

Given the generally low densities across the Precinct and the likely higher
future development densities, there may be future localised sewer and
stormwater capacity issues requiring mitigation.

OPPORTUNITY
• The provision of a more comprehensive and
expanded range of open spaces within the
Precinct will provide opportunities to manage
localised flooding, but the key opportunities for
flood mitigation occur at a regional level.
• Construction of higher density residential and
mixed use retail / commercial developments
will increase demand on current sewer and
stormwater systems, therefore, a mitigation
strategy will need to be implemented.
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HERITAGE ITEMS, CONSERVATION
AREAS + CONTAMINATION AREAS
Wagga Wagga Base Hospital and Calvary Riverina Hospital both have
Heritage listed items on-site. The public hospital is State Government
heritage listed and within the grounds is the C1960 building which is Local
Government heritage listed in the Local Environmental Plan. Similarly,
Calvary Hospital and Chapel are Local Government heritage listed in the
Local Environmental Plan. Of note is that there are no Aboriginal Places
listed under the National Parks and Wildlife Act within the Precinct.

STURT

In regards to heritage conservation areas, Wagga Wagga Base Hospital
sits north and north-easterly adjacent of a large conservation area
along the railway line, in the south-eastern catchment of the health and
knowledge precinct. Considering contamination, due to the Health and
Knowledge Precinct’s location in the Murrumbidgee River floodplain, soil
and water contamination from flood events is a likelihood, however, there
is no official report which demonstrates evidence of contamination on site.
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• Manage the siting design and scale of new
development near heritage places and
conservation areas to ensure place values are
retained and enhanced.
• Support Wagga Wagga’s Heritage Items and
Conservation Areas within the Precinct, through
the use of building finishes and landscape treatments
that complement the character of the area and use of
appropriate relative scaling an intensity of proposed
new development.
• Create themed pedestrian linkages which provide
educational storytelling through interactive
signage (eg. Tell the storey of early settlement
along Brookong Avenue including original use
as ‘Brookong Station’ as well as its indigenous
meaning of ‘scrub’ and ‘magpie’. This could support
the Active Travel Plan’s proposed Northern Link,
connecting CBD destinations for local residents and
visiting tourists.)
• Celebrate the Rawson Family and their
contribution to the original Private Hospital
building, through new land zoning along Rawson
SITE
Lane to
include accommodation offerings to
support the growth of the hospital, as well as design of
a themed streetscape treatment along the Lane that
compliments the commemorative ‘foundation’ stone.
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LEP LAND USE ZONING
The City of Wagga Wagga is the regional focus for major commercial,
retail and business centre activities. The broad nature of the catchment
requires the precinct to support additional specialist medical and health
uses, along with short-term accommodation, education and commercial
uses to provide a precinct that caters for the needs of patients, carers,
workers and visitors. Currently the precinct is dominated by residential
and light industrial land use zonings, with a strip of medium density along

STURT

the Edward Street Transport / Roadway zone. Both the private and
public hospitals are currently zoned as SP2 (infrastructure), and are
predominately bordered by (R1) low density general residential. Under the
Preservation of Trees and Vegetation clause, existing vegetation should
be preserved where possible such as street trees along Docker Street
and Hardy Avenue to preserve the amenity of the area, especially the
significant trees in the botanical precinct around Calvary Riverina Hospital.

OPPORTUNITY
• Undertake a review of the land use zoning of the
Precinct following the endorsement of the Precinct
master plan to support the emerging mixed-use
Health and Knowledge Precinct.
• Accommodate into the land use zoning review and
policy changes, opportunities to support a Central
Activity Hub along Docker Street to serve the
Precinct and local adjacent communities.
• Ensure the revised planning policies facilitate a
transition in scale from retained residential areas to
larger scale existing and new development.
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CHARACTER ASSESSMENT - KEY STREETS
Industrial / Residential - Chaston Street
Located
within
the western sector
precinct,Street
immediately south
Industrial
/ Residential
Formof- the
Chaston
of the Calvary Riverina Hospital site. Older style industrial on the
Located within the wester section of the precinct, immediately south of
southern
side,
with older
the Calvary
Hospital
site. single-storey housing on the northern side
with some new medical services. Significant opportunities for new
Older style industrial on southern side with older single story housing
supportive
development on both sides of Chaston Street as a
on the northern side with some new medical services.
new access boulevard.

Wide Residential Street - Brookong Avenue
Located
south and east
of Wagga
Wagga Base
Hospital. Wide streets
Wide Residential
Street
- Brookong
Street
with unrestricted parking on both sides of the street. Well kept and
Located south and east of the Wagga Wagga Base Hospital.
designed single-storey residential dwellings, established street trees
Widefootpaths.
streets with
unrestricted
parking area.
on both
sides of the
street. Well
and
Heritage
Conservation
Significant
streetscape
kept and designed single story residential dwellings, established street
opportunities to enhance Brookong Avenue as an elegant
trees and footpaths. Heritage Conservation area.
residential boulevard and buffer to the hospital precinct.

Highway / Main Road - Sturt Highway / Edward Street
Main highway
providing
connection
through to /Adelaide.
of
Highway
/ Main
Road
- Sturt Highway
EdwardMix
Street
single-storey residential, commercial, muli-storey health and
Main Highway providing connection through to Adelaide.
accommodation. Dual lanes east and west with footpaths and onMix
of parking.
single story
residential,
commercial, to
multi
storyEdward
health and
street
Significant
opportunities
recast
Street
accommodation. Dual lanes east and west with footpaths and onas a major access gateway to the Precinct and Wagga Wagga CBD.

Chaston
Street
Chaston Street

Brookong
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Brookong Avenue

Sturt
Highway/ Edward
/ Edward
Street
Sturt Highway
Street

Chaston
Street
looking
west
Chaston Street
looking
West

Brookong
Street looking
lookingWest
west
Brookong Avenue

SturtHighway
Highway
/ Edward
Street
looking
Sturt
/ Edward
Street
looking
Westwest

Chaston
Street
looking
east
Chaston Street
looking
East

Brookong
Street looking
lookingEast
east
Brookong Avenue

SturtHighway
Highway
/ Edward
Street
looking
Sturt
/ Edward
Street
looking
East east

street parking.
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Residential / Health - Hardy Avenue
Located
on the/northern
of Calvary
Hospital. Contains
Residential
Health side
Form
- HardyRiverina
Avenue
Calvary Riverina Hospital, single-storey dwellings and medical
Located on the northern side of Calvery Hospital.
practices. A narrow street with on-street parking. Established tree
It contains
Calvary Calvary
hospital,Riverina
single story
dwellings
and medical
canopy
andthe
footpaths.
Hospital
is a heritage
item.
practices. It is a narrow street with on-street parking. Established tree
Key opportunity to transform Hardy Avenue (and Meurant
canopy and foothpaths. Calvary Hospital is a heritage item.
Avenue) as an attractive, one-way paired access system.

Residential / Health - Docker Street
Main north-south
route
in
the health
precinct.
Separates Wagga
/ Health
Form
- Docker
Street
Residential
Form
- Cullen
Road
Wagga Base Hospital and Calvary Riverina Hospital. A mixture
Main north-south
route section
in the health
and separates the Wagga
Located
in the western
of theprecinct
precinct..
of single-storey
residential,
multi-storey medical and business.
Base
Hospital and
Calvary Hospital.
Older
style single
story residential
Quietisland.
streetMajor
with onDual lanes
and on-street
parking.properties.
Centre refuge
A mixture
of single story residential, multi story medical and business.
street
parking.
opportunity to redevelop and streetscape Docker Street as a
Dual lanes north and south and on-street parking. Centre refuge island.
Central Activity Hub.

Residential / Medical - Gormly Avenue
Located
in /the
northern
section
of -the
precinct.Avenue
Well
maintained
Medical
Residential
Form
Lewisham
Avenue
Residential
/ Medical
Gormly
single-storey residential and medical services. Narrow street with
Located in
onthe
thenorthern
eastern side
of Calvary
Hospital.
section
of the precinct.
on-street parking. Established tree canopy. Major opportunity to
Mix of
single
story
residential
and medical.
with Narrow
onWell
maintained
single
story
residential
andNarrow
medical
services.
enhance
existing
street
character
values
withinstreet
a transformed
parking
on eastern
side.Established
Establishedtree
Trees,
footpaths and road
street with
on-street
parking.
canopy.
mixed-use precinct.
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looking
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looking
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Lewisham
Streetlooking
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Hardy Avenue looking east

DockerRoad
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south
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Streetlooking
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WAGGA WAGGA CITY COUNCIL HEALTH PRECINCT - CHARACTER STATEMENT

Re
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ACTIVE FRONTAGES + PLACE VALUE
As identified in Wagga Wagga City Council’s ‘Community Strategic Plan
2040,’ the city’s main guiding principles are thriving, innovative, connected
and inclusive. Creating active street frontages and high-quality place
values is a key way to fulfil these guiding principles. An active frontages
and place value assessment was undertaken at the two hospital sites and
throughout the public realm connecting the two precincts, to assertain the
extent to which the Health Precinct is upholding these principles.

The assessment rating system, shown on the right side of this page,
guided the Active Frontage and Place Value assessment. It is evident
from the assessment, on this and the following page, that improved
place values and street activation, which will create an attractive,
vibrant and safe public realm, will need to be a key objective of the
master planning of the Precinct.

ASSESSMENT RATING SYSTEM

This active frontages and place value assessment is a
desktop assessment based on available data.
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PUBLIC REALM FUNCTION AND VALUE
1. INACCESSIBLE FOR PEDESTRIANS
(VEHICLE ENTRY, PLANT AREA)
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2. LIMITED ACCESS WITH OBSTRUCTIONS
(LIGHT POLES IN PATHWAYS, BOLLARDS, SMOKING AREA)
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N

7. ACCESS WITH STREET FURNITURE, ATTRACTIVE
FINISHES, AMENITY THAT SUPPORTS BUILDING USES,
AND RECREATIONAL SPACE THAT INTERACTS WITH
THE STREETSCAPE
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HOSPITAL PRIMARY ENTRY AND CAR PARK
256 EDWARD ST

ACCESS TO EMERGENCY ENTRY ZONE
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4.1 Benchmarking
This section undertakes strategic research and
analysis into existing and planned projects that can
influence the outcome of this scope of work.
The benchmarking exercise examines the best-of-type related to
Health and Knowledge Precincts to provide an understanding of the
successes and shortcomings of projects on a similar methodology,
scale and quality.
The following projects have been benchmarked and were selected
after the project team had investigated and developed a level of
understanding of the site:
++ Murdoch Strategic Centre, WA
++ Gold Coast University Health Precinct, Qld
++ Randwick Education and Health Strategic Centre, NSW
++ Bendigo Hospital Precinct Structure, Vic
++ Liverpool Health, Education, Research + Innovation Precinct, NSW
++ Karolinska University Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden
++ Joondalup Health Campus, WA
All benchmarked projects include referencing as to where the project is,
when it was undertaken, who was responsible and key facts.
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MURDOCH STRATEGIC CENTRE, WESTERN AUSTRALIA

GOLD COAST UNIVERSITY HEALTH PRECINCT, QUEENSLAND

Murdoch Health and Knowledge Precinct is home to an existing
and unique collection of health and education institutions
including hospitals, universities and colleges. Murdoch is a
particularly unique example of health precinct strategic planning
due to the sheer size of the project area and the available
developable land within the designated centre under state
control. As a result, the authorities and key institutions have the
opportunity to shape Murdoch Health and Knowledge Precinct
into one of the largest centres of specialist health activity and
research in the country, attracting high value, knowledge based,
economic opportunities to rival other centres of this nature.

The world class Gold Coast University Hospital was opened in
2013 as an extension to the 1970’s Griffith University campus,
the largest and best known of Gold Coast’s three universities.
The hospital complex overs 20 hectares and is now linked to the
greater Gold Coast region by the new light rail service. Together
with the hospital, the expanding university forms the heart of the
new Health and Knowledge Precinct. The Precinct is the largest
clinical and research facility in Australia for health students.

Like the Wagga Wagga Health and Knowledge Precinct, the catalyst for
strategic planning at Murdoch was the development of a new hospital,
Australia’s largest tertiary hospital Fiona Stanley.

	

As with the Wagga Wagga Health and Knowledge Precinct, the catalyst
for strategic planning at Gold Coast University Health Precinct was the
development of a new hospital, though supported by transit investment
in the form of Gold Coast’s new light rail. The precinct also overlooks
the site of the 2018 Commonwealth Games Village and is also likely
to be one of the main legacies of the urban development program in
preparation for the 2018 Games.

RANDWICK EDUCATION AND HEALTH STRATEGIC CENTRE,
NEW SOUTH WALES
|
Greater Sydney Commission

Collaboration Area – Randwick Place Strategy

The Randwick Education and Health Strategic Centre is
identified in the A Plan for Growing Sydney and Draft East
Subregional Strategy as a Strategic Centre, based on its
significant cluster of specialised health, education and research
activities. This cluster is formed by several major institutions and
destinations, including the University of NSW and the Randwick
Health Campus which contains four major hospitals. Together
with some of Australia’s premier research institutions and
Australia’s largest complex of teaching hospitals, the Randwick
Education and Health Precinct plays a vital economic and
employment role within Sydney and beyond.
As with the Wagga Wagga Health and Knowledge Precinct, Randwick
Council has been planning around this nationally significant
agglomeration of education, health and research institutions at
Randwick. The precinct’s large workforce, student and visitor
population provide substantial local economic benefits to the
nearby commercial centres and strategies are in place to foster
greater collaboration and innovation in this sector. In addition to the
employment and economic benefits, the precinct provides a variety of
social, cultural and community facilities and services that are available
to the local community.
BENCHMARKING
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BENDIGO CITY CENTRE

BENDIGO HOSPITAL PRECINCT STRUCTURE PLAN, VICTORIA
The structure plan sets out a future vision and high level strategy for
Bendigo’s Hospital Precinct. Its primary purpose is to create a built
environment and urban landscape that supports a healthier, more
prosperous and sustainable Bendigo. Currently, the City of Greater
Bendigo is enjoying the benefits of a renewed interest in Victoria’s
regional cities, which has generated a sustained period of investment,
growth, revitalisation and diversification. The new, state-of-the-art
public hospital is increasingly attracting local, regional, interstate and
international health care visitation, whilst drawing in new residents,
generating new businesses, employment and enterprise, and creating
synergies with education and research. Together these factors are
bringing considerable change to Bendigo and, in particular, to the
Hospital Precinct in decades to come.
Like the Study Area, Wagga Wagga Health and Knowledge Precinct,
the catalyst for strategic planning at Bendigo was the redevelopment
of the public hospital. Bendigo’s precinct’s large health and knowledge
workforce provides substantial economic benefits for the community,
and strategies are in place to foster greater collaboration and
innovation in this sector. These strategies can be applied to the Study
Area to improve synergy between tertiary education, and health and
medical research. Similarly, Bendigo’s provision of high quality public
realm and community facilities to foster a place of wellbeing, can be
applied to generate a holistic hub of wellness within the Precinct.
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LIVERPOOL HEALTH, EDUCATION, RESEARCH + INNOVATION
PRECINCT, NEW SOUTH WALES
Liverpool plans to become a hub for innovation through a new model
of successful health centred innovation districts. Liverpool Health,
Education, Research and Innovation Precinct represents a differentiation
from Australian health and education precincts in the way its participants
work together collaboratively. It redefines how we educate and
provide health services and research in an age of digital disruption and
emerging technologies and industries, through co-location of facilities
and collaborative use of precinct technologies that also maximise the
economic opportunities for the township. The health service delivery
footprint will grow using public and private collaboration with cancer
care and translational research and education as the flagships of the
Precinct. It will leverage its position as a hub for healthcare robotics and
advanced manufacturing, and will support the broader logistics hub for
health and medical products. This will be driven by strong public-private
collaboration across the Precinct, enabled by digital technologies.
As with Wagga Wagga Health and Knowledge Precinct, the South
Western Sydney Local Health District has been planning around this
nationally significant agglomeration of education, health and research
institutions at Liverpool. The precinct’s large health and knowledge
workforce provides substantial economic benefits for the community,
and strategies are in place to foster greater collaboration and innovation
in this sector. Moreover, the precinct provides a variety of social, cultural
	
and community
facilities and services that are shared by different
industries as well as the Liverpool community.

KAROLINSKA UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL, STOCKHOLM

JOONDALUP HEALTH CAMPUS, WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Karolinska Hospital is part of the extensive Hagastaden district
of Stockholm, the vision for which is to establish a ‘Science
City’ knowledge precinct. Urban renewal of this inner part of
the city is underway, one of the largest urban development
projects in Sweden. It is building on the impetus of the New
Karolinska Solna (NKS) Hospital being constructed next to the
Karolinska University Hospital. The NKS is also Sweden’s first
public private partnership (PPP) project in healthcare, due to be
completed in 2015.

Joondalup Health Campus (JHC) was established in 1996
on the site of the old Wanneroo Hospital which has since
been transformed into a modern health care facility. JHC
comprises both public and private hospital facilities and a
specialist medical centre accommodating leading specialists
and diagnostic services. The campus serves the rapidly
growing northern suburbs of Perth and is currently undergoing
a significant redevelopment, including a new emergency
department, to keep pace with local needs.

The Science City initiative is of relevance to the planning for Wagga
Wagga Health and Knowledge Precinct, as the Hagastaden district
seeks to bring together world class research, clinical development
and innovative companies. The Stockholm Science City Foundation
was set up by the three leading universities and the Cities of
Stockholm and Solna to create a strong and attractive environment
for life sciences in Stockholm. As with other health based knowledge
precincts, the emphasis is not just on delivering the physical
infrastructure and amenities required to support a broad health care
community, but on promoting collaboration between the universities
in Stockholm, industry and healthcare to foster development of

The JHC model is relevant to Wagga Wagga Health and Knowledge
Precinct because it is operated by one of Australia’s largest private
hospital operators – but staff at JHC treat private patients as well
as public patients on behalf of the WA Government under a long
standing and successful contract. Linkages of the JHC to the regional
open space also support active lifestyle initiatives and recreation.

innovative products and services.
BENCHMARKING
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5.0 Stakeholder Engagement
INTRODUCTION

KEY WORDS - WHY? HOW? WHAT? WHEN?

This section outlines project engagement outcomes, and how they
have contributed to the vision setting process for the Health and
Knowledge Precinct. The stakeholder engagement process took
two forms: a stakeholder vision workshop and a series of one-onone key stakeholder meetings. The outcomes are detailed below.

WHY? *top five responses in bold

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT VISION WORKSHOP
Key stakeholder groups for the project were engaged in a vision
setting charrette workshop, which included representatives of
UNSW Clinical School, Wagga Base Hospital, Calvary Hospital,
Charles Sturt University and Regional Imaging. Hames Sharley led
the workshop, which involved:
++ Introducing the project and its three main objectives
++ Summarising key background information documents
++ Outlining current constraints and opportunities though site
analysis diagrams and market analysis of precinct uses,
++ Summarising responses and key actions from stakeholder
meetings and interviews
++ Facilitation group work sessions to gain the feedback and
options of attendees around ‘key words’ (why? how? what?
when?), and SWOT analysis ( strengths, weaknesses,
constraints, opportunities) regarding the precinct
++ Presenting master planning principles and exemplars for
discussion, ascertain the future directions of the precinct
Hames Sharley also utilised an advisory engagement report
created by KPMG in 2018, at the request of Health Infrastructure
NSW, which assessed rural health precincts in NSW. A health
precinct was defined as a building, or cluster of buildings, where a
number of health, social and community services can be delivered.
This is often achieved through public-private partnerships, and
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usually requires collaboration of multiple different provider
organisations. A health precinct aims to achieve:
++ Improved access to a broad range of health and social services
++ Better integrated care through co-location of providers
++ Modern, fit-out-purpose delivery infrastructure
++ The need for community space
++ More efficient capital investment
++ Attraction and retention of key health workers
++ Facilitation market entry for new providers
The assessment process involved analysing how successfully the
precinct aims were achieved, and how closely they aligned with the
NSW Health System’s strategic goals.

++ Create an integrated service with greater capacity to
incorporate allied health coming in and out as needed
++ Improve people’s wellbeing and quality of care through
holistic care model
++ Holistic approach to health and community infrastructure to
support local users and larger region
++ Currently no after hours food and beverage offerings
++ Universities need more capacity for overseas students and staff
++ Exemplar university facilities to draw in students, as well as
research grants for academic staff
++ Become a leader in the provision of health services,
research and education internationally
++ No recognition by surrounding communities - need branding
and marketing model / strategy
++ Issues with access and parking at hospital
++ Ensure a safe, vibrant and accessible precinct for staff,
students and the wider community, through better access
to, through and within the precinct
++ Design spaces that support equality of access and address
current aging population
++ Improve precinct functionality and amenity
++ Integration of health services, and shared use of facilities
++ Encourage a long term strategic direction for the precinct,
which encourages land use change and flexible design to
support that change
++ Maximise investment in the hospital
++ Create a clear picture strategy that provides an integrated
approach and supports better partnerships and cross
collaboration between government and stakeholders
++ Need high quality public realm with areas to have a ‘break’
from health care duties

Hames Sharley, in consultation with the client and key stakeholder
groups, assessed the key actions of this report, as well as those
achieved from the stakeholder engagement vision setting charrette,
HAMES SHARLEY											
					
to inform the following master planning principles.
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HOW? *top five responses in bold
++ Promoting the Precinct - positive attitude and marketing /
branding strategy
++ Unified strategic vision for the Health and Knowledge Precinct
++ A clear governance model
++ Create and adopt a Precinct master plan for future coordination and governance
++ A clear value proposition
++ A unified vision with an integrated approach, resulting in
public / private partnerships and investor buy-in
++ Identify what services are appropriate for the precinct
++ Engage stakeholders and interested parties now
++ Whole community involvement supporting collaboration
though engagement, funding, ownership, and inclusion
++ Controls to facilitate and monitor development types
++ Project staging with clear, achievable goals
++ Land acquisition and zoning to support flexible use and
future precinct growth
++ Access for all through road, pedestrian and parking strategy
WHAT? *top five responses in bold
++ High quality amenity and public realm experience
++ A place for everyone, that supports equality of use
++ Create a safe, pleasant, easily accessible precinct
++ Improved active transport amenity and improved vehicular
movement infrastructure
++ Cluster services based on analysis and smart city
infrastructure including parking and public wi-fi
++ Provide incentive model for investment / buy-in
++ Improved connectivity to the Precinct
++ Support advanced, smart technology, innovative
transport and digital health services
++ Holistic approach that supports people wellbeing and
natural environment assets
++ Integrated support services
WHEN? *top five responses in bold
++ Design a future proofed precinct
++ Provide a world class precinct
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++ Create a community engagement strategy
++ Change language and perceptions now
++ Need on-site accommodation for staff
++ Need a 15-20 year vision, achieved in a staged approach
++ Implementation plan
++ Decide on a key champion for the project now
++ Improved public realm - street trees, landscape and wayfinding
MARKET ANALYSIS
MARKET DRIVERS, COMPETITORS + POINT OF DIFFERENCE
++ Eastern Sea Board (Sydney, Melbourne Brisbane, Canberra)
++ 1 hour flight from Sydney (connection)
++ Food and beverage
++ Accommodation choice
++ A pleasant surprise, leveraging off a great place
++ Peter Street
++ Quality of schooling (public / private)
++ Affordable housing and availability
++ Leverage market from surrounding major regional cities
ie. Albury
++ Country hospitality
++ Cost of living / value
++ Well planned and easy to use
++ Medical students (key market)
++ Sydney students and health professionals
LIKELY TENANCY TARGETS + THEIR KEY NEEDS
++ Short term accommodation for students, specialists, patients
and visitors
++ Diverse accommodation offerings
++ After-hours services
++ Support services and retail services (commercial pharmacy,
cafes, etc)
++ Support facilities for shift workers and general 24/7 use
++ Data base / Gap analysis for a business case
++ Complimentary wellbeing services
++ Attract a holistic health offering
++ Whole foods - culture offering
++ Create a sense of diversity and equality

HAMES SHARLEY											

++ Business response offering
++ Single persons support services
++ Community / social care services
KEY ISSUES AND OPPORTUNITIES
WEAKNESS / ISSUES
++ Parking, traffic and road capacity
++ Pedestrian access and public environment
++ Availability of consolidated land
++ Infrastructure is disjointed and dangerous
++ Key development sites are comprised of tightly held small
residential allotments
++ Existing anchor health facilities are landlocked
++ Ad-hoc development - existing land ownership structures
make it difficult to consolidate larger development sites
++ Previous support health services development has been
iterative and piecemeal
++ Lack of community buy-in
++ Not being bold and innovative
++ Mis-alignment of individual agendas and strategic vision
++ Potential project timeframe blow-out
STRENGTHS / OPPORTUNITIES
++ A regional centre in NSW
++ Great destination for lifestyle, liveability and tourism
++ Booming population and employment offerings
++ Geographical advantage with great availability of space
++ Core speciality around regional and national services
++ Regional training hub for all of state
++ Attract younger professionals / students
++ More public / private partnerships
++ Make the global stage
++ Destination for broader range of services
++ Ability to provide mixed accommodation (medium-high density)
++ Generate community excitement and investment / grants
++ Develop a planning framework
++ Create complementary second centre
(needs to be managed)
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT |
ONE-ON-ONE MEETINGS
Hames Sharley conducted a series of one-on-one meetings
with the following key stakeholders to identify the key issues and
opportunities that should guide the master planning of the Wagga
Wagga Health and Knowledge Precinct:
++ Murrumbidgee Local Health District.
++ Wagga Wagga Base Hospital
++ Calvary Riverina Hospital
++ Wagga Wagga Medical Specialists Reference Group
++ University of NSW
++ Charles Sturt University
++ Notre Dame University – Wagga Wagga Clinical School
++ TAFE NSW
The key themes coming from this consultation process are
listed below.
KEY THEMES
Murrumbidgee Local Health District – Strategic Directions
++ A key goal is to provide a 24/7 integrated care model for
the region – primary health care organisations working in
partnership with non-government health and allied health
organisations – provides better patient care and case
management process
++ ‘Hub and Spoke’ model crucial to regional health service delivery
– large health precinct hubs supported by and ‘digitally’ linked to
satellite facilities - the concept of an integrated Wagga Wagga
Health and Knowledge Precinct is crucial to this model – Health
NSW provides a resourcing management and co-ordination role
to ensure the integration and sustainability of the model
++ Digital health delivery processes are increasingly at the core
of the delivery model and all participants in the health services
delivery process can benefit
++ Digital health/telehealth research and development is attracting
interest from global digital partners to regional NSW
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++ The partnering interface between the public hospital, private
hospitals, specialists and allied health providers, universities
and TAFE and private sector research and development
organisations is crucial to the success of this approach
++ There are important health care and community health benefits
in fostering functional and physical links between health services
facilities and aged care facilities for both high and low care
models – aged accommodation (e.g. independent living models)
often co-locate with aged care
++ Health services delivery is a primary economic driver of regional
economies with a close community interface with regional
agriculture and farming – many farming families have family
members in health delivery services – health services and
farming rely on each other for their mutual success
++ Regional families often travel long distances to receive
health care and treatment – adequate and well-located
accommodation and related facilities will be an important
component in the development of the Wagga Wagga Health
and Knowledge Precinct
Wagga Wagga Base Hospital
++ The previous expansion will deliver a hospital with 1300 staff, 330
beds plus 40 mental health beds – current Stage 3 expansion will
deliver an additional 28 aged care beds, 24 mental health beds,
24 rehabilitation beds and a 20 chair renal dialysis unit
++ There is a strong functional relationship between the hospital
and specialists’ facilities west of Docker Street – access across
Docker Street for specialists, patients and staff is a significant
issue
++ Good working relationship with Calvary – some movement
of public and private patients across Docker Street – a grade
change air-conditioned link across Docker Street between the
hospital and future multi-storey medical facilities/private hospital
west of Docker Street will avoid current movement of patients
via ambulance
++ Public Transport facilities to the hospital could be improved

hospital supports the development of an activity hub on Docker
Street to provide a wider range of services to support an
expanding precinct and catchment
++ Accommodation for staff, placements, visiting specialists and
students in the precinct is quite an issue – high cost to hospital
which currently rents 40 houses and uses short stay hotel rooms
– not a core service of the hospital so it would welcome a private
developer delivery model at the right price point
++ Childcare is an important issue for staff, especially given the shift
work environment – would like to see a child care centre close to
the hospital with longer, more flexible hours
Calvary Riverina Hospital
++ Calvary Riverina Hospital is one of the largest private hospitals in
regional NSW providing the following key services – maternity,
drug and alcohol clinic, cancer and cardiology services, palliative
care, critical care unit, rehabilitation services and surgical
services (major and day surgery)
++ The success of regional health delivery is a partnership of
private and public investment - the integrated care model is
underpinned by this partnership – the public hospital is the
primary health provider with the private hospital providing a
support role to the public hospital as well as a care role for
private patients
++ Calvary is considering a new mental health facility on the hospital
site – it would target the private voluntary and private insurance
market and particularly focus on defence services clients – it is
intended that an application will be made for government-based
funding which will include a financial contribution from Calvary
++ Strong, strategic partnership with Wagga Wagga Base Hospital
(women’s health, public elective surgery, regional health
recruitment strategy etc.) – would like to explore a partnership on
emergency services facilities
++ Partnered with the Notre Dame University in the establishment
of the Wagga Wagga Rural Clinical School – they collaborate on
RCS programs and take placements

++ There is a range of retail offerings at the hospital but the feedback
from staff is this could be improved in quality and range – the
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++ Precinct parking is a critical issue – looking to the master
plan process to provide an integrated strategy – decked
parking critical
++ Access across Docker Street is an important issue for
specialists, staff and patients – improved access is critical to the
integrated health care delivery model
++ Public transport services to the precinct should be improved
++ Would like to see a better concentration of specialists within the
precinct – currently too dispersed across Wagga Wagga
++ See an important role to improve student, visitor and short stay
accommodation in the precinct – private delivery models would
be appropriate
Medical Specialists and Allied Health Services
++ Acknowledge and support the need for close co-ordination
between the public hospital, private hospitals and medical
specialists and this occurs through various forums currently
++ Docker Street is a busy arterial road which divides the overall
medical precinct making the movement of medical staff, medical
specialists and patients difficult, particularly where patients need
to be moved during treatment/recovery processes (currently
occurs using ambulance resources)
++ Specialists seeking a grade-change bridge solution across
Docker Street to provide safe and convenient connection for
patients and staff as well as traffic calming and through
traffic diversion
++ General acknowledgement that providing growth opportunities
for new specialist centres and facilities either side of Docker
Street, however, it will be important to acknowledge and link with
specialist and allied health facilities on the northern side of the
Sturt Highway in the master planning of the precinct

component of future success of the Wagga Wagga Health
and Knowledge Precinct
++ Each university and TAFE provide a specialised education,
training and research role which is crucial to the integrated care
model that supports the health precinct vision:
• University of NSW – through the Wagga Wagga Rural Clinical School
currently have an Independent Learning Project (ILP) program
covering diverse range of disciplines - Paediatrics, Psychiatry,
Women’s health, All surgical sub-specialties (except Cardiothoracic
and Neurosurgery), All medical sub-specialties, Emergency
Medicine, Primary Care, Remote GP, Aged Care, Rehabilitation,
Medical Administration, Pathology, Medical Education and basic
sciences – includes a partnership with Notre Dame University
through the Rural Clinical School - planning to develop a new
medical school adjacent to the Wagga Wagga Base Hospital on
Edwards Street – proposal currently with NSW government with the
potential to develop a joint facility with TAFE NSW – current interface
with the Base Hospital covers placements, simulation environments,
clinical research
• Charles Sturt University – current campus is approximately 8.2 km
from the Wagga Wagga Base Hospital – provides dentistry, clinical
science and mental health education – has a range of health, nursing,
dental health and allied health courses available – have a placement
program for nurses at the Wagga Wagga Base Hospital – do not
currently have a strategy to set up a southern campus near the public
hospital but could partner with UNSW in contributing public lectures
on relevant issues through the proposed conference facilities –
support expanded health education and research within the precinct
• University of Notre Dame – Established the Wagga Wagga Rural
Clinical School in 2011 situated on the Calvary Riverina Hospital site
- provides teaching facilities for students in both the third and final
years of the School’s medical post-graduate programs – partners
with UNSW through the Wagga Wagga Rural Clinical School

++ Partnering and Collaboration critical – all the universities
and TAFE co-ordinate together and collaborate on training,
research, health services delivery programs consistent with the
integrated care model – collaboration helps in building a ‘critical
mass’ of co-ordinated health care activity for Wagga Wagga and
assists in funding and research opportunities
Precinct Activity Hub, Placemaking, Accommodation
and Support Facilities
++ All stakeholders see the benefit of anchoring the Wagga Wagga
Health and Knowledge Precinct with an activity hub centred on
Docker St adjacent to the Wagga Wagga Base Hospital – the
hub would include conference facilities, flexible meeting spaces,
high quality and high band width digital services, cafes, related
retail and services, gyms and recreation facilities, childcare, open
space etc.
++ Creating a sense of place through effective placemaking with a
broad range of services is important in attracting and retaining
staff and students to the precinct across all organisations
++ Improved public transport services are seen by all stakeholders
as an important part of the future development of the Wagga
Wagga Health and Knowledge Precinct
++ Rental Accommodation – discussions with all tertiary education
organisations and the public and private hospitals suggests
that there is an opportunity to build rented, long term or short
stay student and staff accommodation – currently the various
universities co-ordinate renting existing houses/apartments but
this is not their core service and they would be open to a private
delivery process subject to pricing structure
++ Hotel Accommodation - given the global status of the current

• TAFE Western NSW – TAFE NSW is currently reviewing their
and future research programs it is likely conferences and study
strategic plan – looking to integrate resources with hospital and
tours, together with visiting specialists, will support the need
university partners covering 3 models Option 1. co-location with
for new hotel accommodation – such accommodation would
hospital Option 2. Integration with hospital Option 3. Super Precinct
with hospital and university – working with UNSW for a potential
++ General support for the concept of creating an activity hub for
also serve the needs of the ‘health tourism’ market where
Option 3 model in Wagga Wagga for an integrated tertiary education
the Wagga Wagga Health and Knowledge Precinct centred on
regional families use programmed medical treatment visits with
building situated on Edwards Street adjacent hospital - potentially
Docker Street adjacent to the Wagga Wagga Base Hospital
holiday visits to the Wagga Wagga region – some stakeholders
covering health, allied health and related courses including nursing,
supported the inclusion of a medi-hotel close to the
nutrition, allied health, Aboriginal Primary Health Care, aged care, IT
Tertiary Education, Training and Research
public hospital
management etc. – TAFE driving robotics and digital based learning
(and see AI applications in the future) – have current placement
++ The participation of four universities within the Wagga
programs with Wagga Wagga Base Hospital and Calvary – regional
Wagga health services delivery process is a critical
student accommodation strategies important
	stakeholder
engagement
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6.0 Master Planning Principles
INTRODUCTION
This section outlines seven (7) urban design and
development principles that are established in response to
the Vision and the Guiding Aspirations for Wagga Wagga
Health and Knowledge Precinct master plan and the analysis
described throughout this report document.
The principles provide a framework to guide the options
development process described in Section 7.0.

BIOPHILIC DESIGN
In Master Planning Principle Four (4), the term biophilic
design is employed. Biophilic design is a concept used within
the building industry to increase occupant connectivity to the
natural environment through the use of direct nature, indirect
nature, and space and place conditions.
The benefits of biophilic design for health and knowledge
precincts include:
++ Faster patient recovery
++ Decreased dependency on medication
++ Reduced staff and family stress
++ Cost savings compounded over time
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MASTER PLANNING PRINCIPLE 0NE
BOUNDED, COMPACT
AND NEIGHBOURLY
a.

Well defined boundaries

b.

Compact grouping of 		
key activities

c.

Managed transition in scale
across the precinct and to
adjacent areas
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MASTER PLANNING PRINCIPLE TWO
INTEGRATED, CONNECTED
AND SEAMLESS
a.

Groupings of like, compatible
and relateable activities

b.

Strong internal connections 		
- both physical and digital

c.

Seamless integration
of all services

d.

Integrate the hospital
development plans
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Wellbeing principles
driving planning

c.
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the concepts – healthy
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MASTER PLANNING
7.0
OPTIONS
	master planning OPTIONS
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The objective of the project is to implement the Riverina Murray Regional Plan 2036 priority action 5.1
by establishing a health precinct in Wagga Wagga, through a Health Precinct Masterplan.
It is intended that the Masterplan will:



Define the health precinct around the public and private hospital;
Provide a strategic direction for the management of competing land uses and development
pressures within the health precinct;
Identify and facilitate suitable reuse of buildings for health and allied health practices;
Maximise opportunities for complementary activities including hospitality and accommodation, and
Serve as a model health precinct plan that can be replicated in other health precincts in regional
cities, including Albury and Griffith.

7.0 Master Planning Options
MASTER PLANNING
OPTIONS PREPARATION





The Hames Sharley master planning options identification
process was driven by:
++ The Project Objective, Vision and Aspirations
++ Master Planning Guiding Principles
++ A comprehensive engagement process with key project
stakeholder groups in order to fully, understand the project
brief as well as the client’s and the stakeholder’s project
expectations; and

Calvary Riverina
Hospital

++ Detailed site and context analysis.

Wagga Wagga
Base Hospital

Three high level design options were developed each focussed
on a central activation zone along Docker Street, which
represents the heart of the precinct. Each option covers a similar
range of land use activities but takes a different view as to the
level of activity intensity and built form density ranging through
lower, medium and high levels in each case. The location of land
use activities also varies between options as described on the
following pages.

OPTIONS ASSESSMENT PROCESS
Hames Sharley facilitated an Options Assessment Workshop
using the icara multi-criteria options assessment process.
A full copy of the Options Assessment Report is included as
Appendix A.
The outcome of the workshop was that the participants assessed
Option 3 to be the preferred option to form the basis of the
developed Precinct master plan. This option is described in more
detail in Section 8.0.
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Figure 1 Wagga Wagga Health & Knowledge Precinct Study Area
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DISCUSSION SKETCH OPTION 1: LOWER INTENSITY / LOWER DENSITY
OPTION 1 SUMMARY

Typically, this form of development sees smaller
scale developments (specialists and allied
health services, accommodation and retail) that
predominantly reuse and repurpose existing
residential properties or the development of
modest new facilities, with the Docker Street
Medical Centre being the key exception.

Project P35-2018 File Wagga Wagga Health & Knowledge Precinct MCA Assessment Report 17 January 2019
Revision 1 Page 19

The existing character residential area and much
of the existing residential to the west of Brookong
Avenue is preserved. This is the Base Case Option.

	master planning OPTIONS

Wagga Wagga Health & Knowledge Precinct Option 1 – Lower Intensity/Lower Density

Master Planning Option 1 essentially assumes a
similar pattern of precinct development to that
which has occurred in the past.
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DISCUSSION SKETCH OPTION 2: MEDIUM INTENSITY / MEDIUM DENSITY
Wagga Wagga Health & Knowledge Precinct Option 2 – Medium Intensity/Medium Density

OPTION 2 SUMMARY
For Master Planning Option 2, the activity intensity
and building density are taken to a medium level.
This would mean the level of new development at
1 and 2 storeys, on larger, aggregated allotments,
would increase and there would be greater
intensity of retail development as a local centre.

Project P35-2018 File Wagga Wagga Health & Knowledge Precinct MCA Assessment Report 17 January 2019
Revision 1 Page 20

Land uses such as increased accommodation, aged
care and residential development at 1 and 2 storeys
would mean amalgamations of current single
resident allotments within the existing residential
areas and the character residential areas closest to
the Wagga Wagga Base Hospital could be replaced
with sensitively designed new development
supporting the hospital precinct.
It is also anticipated that multi-level parking would
replace some of the at-grade parking to support
the increased activity density, but importantly better
and more frequent public transport would be seen
as an essential feature.
It is noted that to support the greater intensity and
density of development it is likely that formalised
and government-based land amalgamation
processes may need to be implemented to ensure
an orderly and timely development of the precinct.
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DISCUSSION SKETCH OPTION 3: HIGHER INTENSITY / HIGHER DENSITY
For Master Planning Option 3 the activity intensity
and building density are taken to a higher level again.
This would mean the level of new development at 2
to 4 storeys, on larger, aggregated allotments, would
increase and there would be significantly greater
intensity of retail development as an activity centre, at
the intersection of Docker Street and Edward Street,
supporting the health precinct but also a broader,
developing catchment around the precinct.

Project P35-2018 File Wagga Wagga Health & Knowledge Precinct MCA Assessment Report 17 January 2019
Revision 1 Page 21

A significant increase in land uses such as multistorey accommodation, aged care and residential
development at 2 to 4 storeys would mean coordinated amalgamations of current single resident
allotments within the existing residential areas to
support the larger building footprints required. The
character residential areas closest to the Wagga
Wagga Base Hospital will be under significant
pressure to be replaced with sensitively design new
development supporting the hospital precinct.
It will be essential that multi-level parking would
replace most of the at-grade parking to support the
increased activity density, but it will be essential to
provide better and more frequent public transport to
give support to the development of the precinct.
The greater residential capacity of the precinct will
require the consolidation of some of the existing
residential land west of Docker Street as new
public open space. As with Option 2, to support the
higher intensity and density of development it will be
essential that formalised and government-based land
amalgamation processes are implemented to ensure
an orderly and timely development of the precinct.

	master planning OPTIONS

Wagga Wagga Health & Knowledge Precinct Option 3 – Higher Intensity/Higher Density

OPTION 3 SUMMARY
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8.0
MASTER PLAN
	

MASTER PLAN
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8.1 Master Plan
INTRODUCTION
Hames Sharley has been engaged by the Client to develop master
planning options for the proposed Health and Knowledge Precinct
and then select a preferred master planning option which will form
the basis of the a more detailed and layered Precinct master plan.
This section translates the outcomes of the master planning option
testing into the final master plan, as detailed on the following pages.

MASTER PLANNING APPROACH
The concept master plans on the following pages show an overall
master plan for the Precinct, plus four sub-precinct master plan
images that provide a zoomed in depiction of key sub-precinct sectors
of the overall master plan.
GENERAL APPROACH
At a general level, the master planning approach includes the
following features and elements:
++ A building siting and planning approach which seeks to:
• take into consideration the functional linkages between related
activities and land uses as informed by the consultation with key
stakeholders and with the intent of strengthening existing relationships
and facilitating a natural fit between new activities, for example:
- develop strong linkages between the public hospital, private
hospitals, specialists and allied health
- create a Central Activity Hub along Docker Street providing
an activation of the street with a range of retail, commercial
and recreational services
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- displace existing non-conforming land uses within the precinct
(e.g. light industrial) with land uses more consistent with the precinct e.g.
medium density residential, accommodation, aged care etc.
• create a transition in scale between taller, larger footprint
developments and existing smaller scale residential precincts
including siting new medium density residential as a buffer between
low scale residential development and larger scale health and
commercial developments
• create a building orientation which is predominantly north-south in
orientation to allow better management of building heat load and
micro-climate
• consider the property market precedents of recent Wagga Wagga
developments, and the feedback from the precinct stakeholders, in
planning the mix and distribution of land uses across the precinct

++ A heritage management approach which seeks to:

• provide new and expanded decked parking choices within the heart of
the precinct close to the hospitals and specialist facilities
• provide car parking solutions for new private development (at-grade
and within buildings) in a manner which ensures that new development
activates, enhances and supports the adjacent street environment

++ A placemaking approach which seeks to:
• re-imagine and enhance the public realm character of the existing
street network to:
- create a boulevard gateway experience into the precinct along
Edward Street and Docker Street
- provide upgraded footpaths, lighting and street trees

• avoid siting new large footprint buildings within close proximity of the
existing Conservation Area along Brookong Avenue
• where new buildings are sited near the Conservation Area, site them
in a manner that matches the local building setbacks and the built form
rhythm of the immediate precinct
• create a transition in scale from the existing single storey character
residential in the Conservation Area to existing and new larger footprint
development
• provide façade and height articulation to reference the scale of
Brookong Avenue

++ An access, movement and car parking approach which seeks to:

- create opportunities for centre road planting
- recast the road cross-sections to improve pedestrian and bicycle
network connectivity and calm through traffic
• apply biophilic design principles to the design of the public realm and
the spaces between developments to enhance the character and
therapeutic values of these spaces
• create and link new and expanded areas of open space within the
precinct to provide attractive and diverse recreational opportunities
focussed on local and regional needs

SUB-PRECINCT A
The master planning approach for Sub-Precinct A includes the
following features and elements:

- encourage new private specialist and allied health developments
to concentrate either side of Docker Street close to the hospitals

• broadly maintain and further develop the existing precinct
road structure

- provide accommodation opportunities (students, workers, short
stay visitors) within in close proximity of the Central Activity Hub
and the hospitals

• better manage vehicular access to the Calvary Riverina Hospital subprecinct by creating Hardy Avenue (west movement) and Meurant
Avenue (east movement) as a one-way access pair

- disperse new areas of community open space throughout the
precinct particularly adjacent residential development

• provide an integrated pedestrian and cycle network linking the various
existing and new components of the precinct

HAMES SHARLEY											

• create an air-conditioned and protected pedestrian bridge (lift and stair
access) close to Hardy Avenue linking new development either side of
Docker Street (as developed) and provide a new signalised pedestrian
crossing at a similar location

++ Create an opportunity for a future expansion of the public hospital
to the east with potential bridge connection to the existing hospital
++ Locate the proposed Education and Research Building (UNSW /
TAFE) on Edward Street and in front of the proposed decked
public car park
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++ Allow for the future expansion of the proposed decked public
car park

++ Encourage future medium to higher density specialist centres
on Docker Street, Meurant Avenue and Chaston Street

++ Locate a possible Health Research Innovation Precinct at the
corner of Docker Street and Brookong Avenue including a
bridge link across Docker Street to new development to the
west of Docker Street to provide intra-precinct staff, patient
and public connection

++ Encourage new median residential, aged care and independent
living developments as a buffer to the retained existing single and
two storey development to the west of the precinct

++ Create opportunities for the future expansion of the specialist
precinct on Brookong Avenue (including progressive repurposing and/or future replacement of existing building stock)
++ Create opportunities for possible future accommodation and
residential apartment developments on Murray Street and
Edward Street
++ Consider future retail opportunities at the corner of Docker
Street and Edward Street as part of the Central Activity Hub

++ Consider decked public car parking opportunities on
Meurant Avenue

The master planning approach for Sub-Precinct C includes the
following features and elements:

The master planning approach for Sub-Precinct D includes the
development of a future residential and accommodation precinct
(displacing the existing light industrial developments overtime) and
including the following features and elements:

++ Create a boulevard gateway experience into the precinct from the
west along Edward Street / Sturt Highway with new development
framing the street including:
• medium density motel and hotel accommodation

The master planning approach for Sub-Precinct B includes the
following features and elements:

• bars, cafes and restaurants integrated into the ground floor areas of
new development particularly close to the Docker Street Central
Activity Hub

• Education and Research expansion on Emblen Street
• Hospital Expansion on Lewisham Avenue (possible Mental
Health development)

++ Locate a possible future private hospital site on Docker Street
potentially including a pedestrian bridge connection across
Docker Street

++ Encourage new median residential developments as a buffer to
the retained existing single and two storey development to the
west of the precinct
SUB-PRECINCT D

• medium to high density apartment developments

• Hospital expansion on Emblen Street (Drug and
Alcohol redevelopment

++ Encourage future medium density specialist centres between
Hardy Avenue and Gormly Avenue

SUB-PRECINCT C

SUB-PRECINCT B

++ Create opportunities for the redevelopment of the Calvary
Riverina Hospital campus including:

open space on the Calvary Hospital site) and framed by medium
density student and health related accommodation developments

++ Support the creation of the Central Activity Hub along the
northern part of Docker Street through:
• a new local retail centre (small 7-day supermarket, cafes, gyms,
shopping, services etc.) at the corner of Edward Street and
Docker Street
• new commercial/specialist facilities on Docker Street (between
Gormly Avenue and Hardy Avenue) with an activated ground plane
with cafes and shops

++ Create a new public park centred on Harrison Avenue between
Hardy Avenue and Gormly Avenue (and in line with the private
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++ Create a safe, permeable and low speed residential road network
layout which prioritises pedestrian and bicycle movements,
provides linkages to new open space and creates an attractive,
tree-lined residential setting
++ Include a range of one and two storey residential development
allotments for attached and detached private dwellings
++ Provide opportunities for affordable apartments and
rental accommodation
++ Integrate a development site suitable for medium density
aged care facilities
++ Provides a development site for a medium to higher density
apartment/independent living development framed by new
public parks and access roads
++ Include new open space and public parks focussed on local and
regional needs
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Conceptual 3D Model
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Key Block Plan ‘A’
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Key Block Plan ‘A’
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Key Block Plan ‘B’
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Key Block Plan ‘C’
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Introduction

The NSW Department of Planning and Environment, working in partnership with the Wagga Wagga
City Council, has initiated a project to prepare a master plan for the Health and Knowledge Precinct
(refer to Figure 1 below), centred on the Wagga Wagga Base Hospital and the Calvary Riverina
Hospital, with a view to leverage the significant current investment in the Wagga Wagga Base
Hospital.
The objective of the project is to implement the Riverina Murray Regional Plan 2036 priority action 5.1
by establishing a health precinct in Wagga Wagga, through a Health Precinct Masterplan.
It is intended that the Masterplan will:






Define the health precinct around the public and private hospital;
Provide a strategic direction for the management of competing land uses and development
pressures within the health precinct;
Identify and facilitate suitable reuse of buildings for health and allied health practices;
Maximise opportunities for complementary activities including hospitality and accommodation, and
Serve as a model health precinct plan that can be replicated in other health precincts in regional
cities, including Albury and Griffith.

15

Calvary Riverina
Hospital

Appendices

Wagga Wagga
Base Hospital

Appendix A: icara MCA Assessment Diagram
Appendix B: Options 1, 2 and 3 Precinct Plans

Figure 1 Wagga Wagga Health & Knowledge Precinct Study Area
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Hames Sharley has been engaged by the Client to develop master planning options for the proposed
Health and Knowledge Precinct and then select a preferred master planning option which will form the
basis of the a more detailed and layered precinct master plan.
Inizio Consulting was engaged by Hames Sharley to undertake the Multi-Criteria Analysis (MCA)
assessment of the short-listed master planning options. The MCA process allows the comparative
assessment of both monetary and non-monetary value. The icara© tool used in this assessment also
allows the comparative influence of project risks on the MCA assessment. This report details the
outcomes of the MCA assessment.

2.

Master Plan Options

2.1

Introduction

As described in their separate Master Plan Report, the Hames Sharley master planning options
identification process was driven by:




The Project Objective and a related set of project guiding principles
a comprehensive engagement process with key project stakeholder groups in order to fully
understand the project brief as well as the client’s and the stakeholder’s project expectations; and
detailed site and context analysis.

2.2

Master Plan Options

Three high level design options were developed each focussed on a central activation zone along
Docker Street, which represents the heart of the precinct. Each option covers a similar range of land
use activities but takes a different view as to the level of activity intensity and built form density ranging
through lower, medium and high levels in each case. The location of land use activities also varies
between options as described further below.
Option 1 (Figure 2 below) essentially assumes a similar pattern of precinct development that has
occurred in the past. Typically, this form of develop sees smaller scale developments (specialists and
allied health services, accommodation and retail) that predominantly reuse and repurpose existing
residential properties or the development of modest new facilities, with the Docker Street Medical
Centre being the key exception. The existing character residential area and much of the existing
residential to the west of Brookong Ave is preserved. This is the Base Case Option.

Figure 2 Master Planning Option 1 – Lower Intensity/Lower Density
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2.2.1

Master Planning Option 2 – Medium Intensity/Medium Density

For Master Planning Option 2 (Figure 3 below) the activity intensity and building density are taken to a
medium level. This would mean the level of new development at 1 and 2 storeys, on larger,
aggregated allotments, would increase and there would be greater intensity of retail development as a
local centre.
Land uses such as increased accommodation, aged care and residential development at 1 and 2
storeys would mean amalgamations of current single resident allotments within the existing residential
areas and the character residential areas closest to the Wagga Wagga Base Hospital could be
replaced with sensitively design new development supporting the hospital precinct.
It is also anticipated that multi-decked parking would replace some of the at grade parking to support
the increased activity density, but importantly better and more frequent public transport would be seen
as an essential feature.
It is noted that to support the greater intensity and density of development it is likely that formalised
and government-based land amalgamation processes may need to be implemented to ensure an
orderly and timely development of the precinct.

2.2.2

Master Planning Option 3 – Higher Intensity/Higher Density

For Master Planning Option 3 (Figure 4 below) the activity intensity and building density are taken to a
higher level again. This would mean the level of new development at 2 to 4 storeys, on larger,
aggregated allotments, would increase and there would be significantly greater intensity of retail
development as an activity centre, at the intersection of Docker Street and Edward Street, supporting
the health precinct but also a broader, developing catchment around the precinct.
A significant increase in land uses such as multi-storey accommodation, aged care and residential
development at 2 to 4 storeys would mean co-ordinated amalgamations of current single resident
allotments within the existing residential areas to support the larger building footprints required.
The character residential areas closest to the Wagga Wagga Base Hospital will be under significant
pressure to be replaced with sensitively design new development supporting the hospital precinct.
It will be essential that multi-decked parking would replace most of the at grade parking to support the
increased activity density, but it will be essential to provide better and more frequent public transport to
give support to the development of the precinct.
The greater residential capacity of the precinct will require the consolidation of some of the existing
residential land west of Docker Street as new public open space.
As with Option 2, to support the higher intensity and density of development it will be essential that
formalised and government-based land amalgamation processes are implemented to ensure an
orderly and timely development of the precinct.

Figure 3 Master Planning Option 2 – Medium Intensity/Medium Density

Figure 4 Master Planning Option 3 – Higher Intensity/Higher Density
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3.

MCA and the icara Process

3.1

What is Multi-Criteria Analysis (MCA)?

Multi-Criteria Analysis (MCA) is a simple technique to compare different solutions to complex
problems. It is used in decision making where a range of possible outcomes or options can be
described with respect to a series of differentiated assessment criteria. It is a technique that can be
used in professional and non-technical settings where typically multiple conflicting criteria are
evaluated in making decisions.
Assessing complex problems in the context of multiple criteria leads to more informed, robust and
better decisions. Typically, a unique optimal solution does not exist or is not self-evident. Rather, it is
necessary to use judgement and preferences to differentiate between solutions. Quite often there is a
‘trade-off’ between the various option assessment criteria. For these reasons the MCA process is well
suited to a consensus approach to group decision making, particularly involving expert technical
panels that are well versed in the problem at hand.
Commonly in multiple criteria problems some criteria will be more important than other criteria in
assessing the value of the alternative solutions. To bring the assessment criteria into a common
assessment base the MCA process allocates weightings to the various criteria. There are many
different ways to allocate weightings but one common technique is called the ‘analytical hierarchy
process’ or AHP. The AHP is often referred to as the ‘pairing process’. Essentially the AHP process
orders assessment criteria in a hierarchy from most important to least important. It then uses this
hierarchy, through comparative pairings, to establish the level of preference of one criterion over those
criteria below it in the hierarchy. This process allocates numerical weightings to all the criteria.
Once all the criteria are weighted each of the solution options is assessed against the weighted criteria
creating a weighted value assessment, and thus an overall ranking, for each option.

3.2

Application of MCA to the Wagga Wagga Health & Knowledge Precinct
Study

The MCA process described above is most useful where teams of people are working on complex
problems involving human perceptions, preferences and judgements as is the case for the Wagga
Wagga Health & Knowledge Precinct Study where the Key Stakeholders were directly involved in the
assessment process. Typical applications include making a choice within a set of defined alternatives,
ranking within a set of alternatives from most to least preferable or assessing the relative merit (the
scale of the value) within a set of options. The process is rigorous, structured and robust and analyses
complex problems within a consistent value based framework.

3.3

The Assessment Team

The experience, diversity and project knowledge represented within the assessment team underpins
the effectiveness of this important expert team in providing a rigorous, robust and impartial analysis of
the project options within the MCA assessment framework. This point is emphasised in this quote from
a useful MCA guideline document.

‘The relevance and strength of MCA depends ultimately on the knowledge and experience of the Expert
Team assembled. We suggest that the Expert Team consist of at least six experts/team members
representing expertise in each of the Principles.’ 1

The reference to ‘Principles’ in the above quote refers to the assessment criteria applied to the
assessment process. The Wagga Wagga Health & Knowledge Precinct options assessment team
consisted of the following stakeholder representatives:











Associate Professor John Preddy, Director Medical Education – Deputy Head Rural Medical
School USNW Medicine – Clinical Director of Paediatrics – Wagga Wagga Base Hospital
Professor Nick Stephenson – Chair of Riverina Medical Specialist and Recruitment and Retention
Committee – I Med Radiology
Helen Cooper – General Manager Wagga Base Hospital
Sarah Kratzer – Operations Support Manager Wagga Wagga Base Hospital
James Bolton – Director Riverina Murray, Premier and Cabinet
Wendy Carroll, Health Precinct Cluster Champion, Jobs for NSW
Kerry Penton, Regional General Manager, South TAFE NSW
Tristan Kell, Manager City Strategy, WWCC
Janice Summerhayes, Director Community WWCC
Natalie Te Pohe, Director Finance WWCC

The assessment team was assisted by the following Hames Sharley design team member:


Andrew Russell

The team had an excellent understanding of the project needs and the Wagga Wagga Health &
Knowledge Precinct options assessed and had broad experience relevant to the project and its
context.

3.4

Description of the icara Assessment Tool

inizio consulting has development an options assessment tool called icara© (integrated criteria and
risk assessment) that assists leadership teams and project teams to select the best option or strategy
across a broad range of project types. The icara© tool:




is a unique, team based options assessment process that combines enhanced Multi-Criteria
Analysis (MCA) and Key Risk Analysis (KRA) techniques within one integrated decision tool;
can be applied to any options assessment task and will rapidly find the best solution or prioritize
the comparative value of a suite of contributory strategies; and
includes a feature that allows the risk profile of each option to ‘discount’ the MCA score for that
option and so establish a more realistic and representative comparison of the target options.

This tool mixes traditional MCA processes with new functionality and automation features to allow
rapid setting and weighting of assessment criteria and real time, team based sensitivity analysis, for a
more complete comparative assessment of competing options or identifying the contributory value of a
suite of complementary strategies.
An important unique feature of the icara© tool is the seamless integration of a traditional MCA
assessment with a Key Risk Assessment (KRA) within the one integrated decision environment. The
icara© tool allows the risk profile of a particular option to influence the MCA score for that option
through team based settings. In essence, this process ‘discounts’ or ‘moderates’ the MCA score for an

1 Pg 28, Guidelines for Applying Multi-Criteria Analysis to the Assessment of Criteria and Indicators, Mendoza,
G.A. and Macoun, P. with Prabhu, R., Sukadri, D., Purnomo, H. and Hartanto, H. Publisher: CIFOR (1999)
ISBN: 979-8764-27-7.
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option based on the risk profile of that option to establish a more realistic comparative assessment of
the options in the face of both MCA value and risk based criteria.

3.5

The icara MCA Process

The icara© process integrates the principles of Multi-Criteria Analysis into a single, interactive process
screen. For some projects, the MCA process needs to be able to accommodate financial or cost
based assessment criteria alongside non-monetary qualitative or technical criteria. To ensure an initial
focus on assessing the value (and the technical or operational quality) of the various options under
consideration, the icara© methodology separates the value assessment process from the financial
assessment process. The monetary aspects are assessed at the end of the MCA process within the
Value Chart to provide a clear graphic representation of MCA Scores versus the NPV of each option.
The icara© methodology has 5 simple steps as follows.
Step 1: Identifying and prioritising the assessment value criteria
Possibly the most important step in the MCA process is identifying the key criteria that best describe
the value of each option (noting some option groups can be quite diverse in their make-up) and then
ordering the criteria from highest to lowest priority within the Value Criteria Window. Identifying the
assessment criteria is best done by a panel of experts well versed in the technical, qualitative and
operational aspects of the project space as well as the range of possible options. Typically, some
investigation work is undertaken prior to the MCA assessment workshop to properly define the likely
assessment criteria candidates so these can be confirmed, added to and prioritised in the workshop.
The icara© tool incorporates simple process to identify and prioritise value criteria.
The MCA process works most effectively where the value criteria are mutually exclusive and do not
cover the financial aspects of the project. These are picked up separately on the Finance Page which
captures all CAPEX, OPEX and income project elements and reduces these to a single NPV value
calculated over the project period.
Step 2: Weighting the assessment value criteria
The icara© tool has two forms of weighting the assessment criteria, the traditional ‘analytical hierarchy
process’ (AHP) or ‘pairing process’ and a simpler and quicker ‘relative process’ that sets the relative
weighting of each criterion against the highest weighted criterion using the collective judgement of the
assessing team. A description of the two criteria weighting processes is provided below. The ‘pairing
process’ was nominated by the client for this project as it is consistent with previous MCA
assessments undertaken for a range of government projects.

Pairing Process
The AHP has been applied to the MCA process through a myriad of specific incarnations, some very
complex and long winded and others more practical and efficient. Each value criterion is progressively
compared with value criteria lower in the hierarchy and at each paired comparison the assessment
team is asked to identify to what degree is the higher order criterion preferred over the lower order
criterion using the table shown in Figure 5 below.
Figure 5 Pairing Process Weighting Preferences

Using this table, where there is a ‘major preference’ for the higher order criterion over the lower order
criterion a 4 is allocated and where there is ‘no preference’ a 1 is allocated and similarly with a
‘medium preference’ and a ‘minor preference’. This step is completed by progressively working
through the Value Criteria pairings. The icara© tool then automatically calculates the weightings of all
Value Criteria to the base 10 (Refer to Fig 6 below). The Assessment Team chose the pairing process
for this project.
Figure 6 MCA Assessment - Criteria Page (Pairing)

Options List

Options Assessment

Criteria Prioritisation & Weighting

Criteria Weighting
Preferences

Value Comparison
Chart

Relative Process
The icara© tool incorporates a new, judgement based process that can effectively and rapidly capture
the value criteria weightings that are debated and agreed by the assessing team. As with the pairing
process the value criteria are agreed and placed in priority order. The assessing team then
progressively compares each criterion against the highest priority criterion (set at weighting 10) and
sets the weighting out of 10 (using simply slider controls) of the next highest priority criterion relative to
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the highest priority criterion (Refer to Fig 7 below). The assessing team works its way down the list of
criteria until all weightings are set.
Figure 7 MCA Assessment - Criteria Page (Relative)

MCA
Scores &
Rankings

Options List

Criteria Prioritisation & Weighting

Options Assessment

Step 5: Sensitivity analysis
As a means of ‘truthing’ the analysis and assessments done in the above steps it is usually important
to test the assumptions, priorities and preferences captured in the tool with various types of sensitivity
analysis. An important feature of the icara© tool is that any entry, rating or preference can be adjusted
at any time until the assessment team has fully tested and confirmed the outcomes of the assessment.
The sensitivity analysis typically involves:





Re-ordering, re-preferencing or adding new Value Criteria
Testing the impact of removing Value Criteria from the assessment
Reviewing and testing alternative cost data assumptions
Adding and testing new Options

The icara© tool is a flexible and interactive tool that allows for the quick assessment of ‘What if?’
queries. Importantly the tool does not deliver a decision on a preferred option selection but rather
provides robust and structured advice into the decision making process.
Value Comparison
Chart

Step 3: Assessing the options
Once all the Value Criteria have been ‘weighted’ the assessment team rates each of the Options
against the weighted Value Criteria using the following ratings. The icara© tool allows a range of
different rating scales (e.g. 0-10, 1-10, 0-5, 1-5, 0-100, 1-100). Research shows the rating scale has
little impact on the relative MCA scores and so the rating scale can be chosen simply on the
preferences of the assessing team. The lowest score indicates a poor rating and the highest score an
excellent rating. It is important that the assessment team has a good understanding of the scope and
merits of each Option and typically a briefing is provided to the team to ensure a common
understanding is achieved.

Step 6: Risk assessment
Equally important to the comparative assessment of project options through an MCA process is an
assessment of the comparative risk profile of the same options. It may be, for example that the project
option with the highest MCA score may also be the option with the highest risk profile. How then
should we assess the overall value of the options considering the MCA value, the financial profile and
the risk profile of each option?
The icara© tool has a full risk assessment function that allows the risk profile of each option to drive a
proportional discounting of the MCA value of each option relative the assessed risk of implementing
that option. For this option assessment process, it was agreed with the client the risk function of the
icara© tool would not be invoked as it was too early in the design process to achieve a meaningful
assessment.

The rating process is undertaken in the Options Assessment Window (refer Figures 6 & 7 above). It is
best practice to work down each criterion assessing each Option against that criterion and then move
to the next criterion. The icara© tool automatically calculates the Weighted MCA Scores for each
option (scores are set to 100 base with the highest option set at 100) and allocates an overall ranking.
Step 4: Mapping MCA value score against financial profile
The icara© tool uses Net Present Values (NPV) in establishing the financial profile of each option.
Typically, this financial assessment is prepared prior to the MCA workshop and recorded on an
independent spread sheet within the tool and then ‘switched’ into the Value Comparison Chart once
the MCA Value Scores have been established. As depicted in Figures 6 & 7 the Value Comparison
Chart graphically represents the relative cost-benefit value of each Option in one chart. Options with a
high MCA Score and the most advantageous NPV provide the best value Options i.e. the top left
corner of the Value Chart where lower NPV’s are relevant (cost based assessments) or the top right
corner where higher NPV’s are important (income based assessments).
For this project assessment it was too early in the concept design process to establish meaningful cost
benchmarks for each option and it was agreed with the client to use an indicative cost to assist in
graphically representing the relative value of each option.
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4.

Criteria Prioritisation and Weighting

5.

Options Assessment and Analysis

4.1

Criteria Identification and Prioritization

5.1

Options Assessment

5.1.1

MCA Assessment

It is common practice in MCA assessments to identify assessment criteria by looking first to the
broader policy framework of the project to identify non-monetary value drivers. In the case of the
Wagga Wagga Health & Knowledge Precinct project, the project brief, project objectives and Hames
Sharley’s project guiding principles provided the primary reference points in the joint approach to
shaping the options assessment criteria. The agreed criteria priorities are shown in Figure 8 below.
Figure 8 Criteria Prioritization – Final

The Assessment Team worked through the assessment process progressively assessing each option
against each criterion and allocating a scores to each option. There are no universal rules on what
score range to use in MCA assessments it tends to come down to what the Assessment Team feels
most comfortable. The icara© tool provides a simple mechanism to set the scoring scale and the
Assessment Team chose a 1-10 scale. The finalised Multi Criteria Assessment (MCA) scores and
option rankings are depicted in Figure 10 below. A full depiction of the options assessment outcomes
is provided in Appendix A.
Figure 10 Finalised MCA Scores and Option Rankings

4.2

Criteria Weighting

The Client chose the Pairing Process to allocate weighting to the assessment criteria. The icara© tool
uses the pairing process to allocate criteria weightings to a base of 10. The established criteria
weightings are shown in Figure 9 below.
Figure 9 Weighted Assessment Criteria - Final

5.2

Analysis – Preferred Option

5.2.1

MCA Results

At the time of the MCA assessment workshop a differentiated cost estimate of each option was not
completed. For the purposes of charting the comparative value of each option an indicative capital
budget of $20M, ostensibly covering possible infrastructure costs, was allocated to the options.
The Comparative Value Chart (Figure 11 below) depicts clearly the Assessment Teams overall
preference for Option 3 which scored better than Option 2 on all but one criterion, being ‘Meets today’s
needs while providing opportunities for co-ordinated growth’. The Comparative Chart also
demonstrates clearly that Option 1, the Base Case Option, was a distant third in scoring on all but one
criterion being ‘Ability to respond to growth organically driven by market forces’. These matters are
discussed in Section 6 Discussions, Conclusions and Recommendation.
Figure 11 Comparative Value Chart
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6.

Discussion, Conclusions and Recommendation

Appendix A: Option Assessment Diagram

At the end of the options assessment workshop the Assessment Team and the Hames Sharley
Design Team representative discussed the implications of the assessment process and scoring to
define a pathway forward.
There was strong agreement within the Assessment Team that Option 1 provided the best
opportunities to deliver on the project objective and form the basis of the more detailed master
planning process. The Assessment Team noted Option 3 may not assist transitioned growth as well as
Option 2 and wanted to see this matter addressed in the detailed planning process.
It was also noted that, to support the higher intensity and density of development anticipated by Option
3, it will be essential that formalised and government-based land amalgamation processes be
considered to ensure an orderly and timely development of the precinct.
It is recommended that Option 3 be endorsed to form the basis of the further detailed design
development of the Wagga Wagga Health & Knowledge Precinct Master Plan and opportunities be
explored in the detailed master planning process to strengthen its response to assessment criterion 4
‘Meets today’s needs while providing opportunities for co-ordinated growth’, particularly in providing
opportunities for transitioned growth.
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Appendix B: Options 1, 2 and 3 Precinct Plans

icara MCA Assessment Summary
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Wagga Wagga Health & Knowledge Precinct Option 1 – Lower Intensity/Lower Density

Wagga Wagga Health & Knowledge Precinct Option 2 – Medium Intensity/Medium Density
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Wagga Wagga Health & Knowledge Precinct Option 3 – Higher Intensity/Higher Density

inizio consulting pty ltd
ABN 78 611 463 435
PO Box 1169
North Adelaide, SA 5006
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